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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 
 
One year is ending and another is about to begin. It is a year that has been  
particularly hard for some as they face flood after flood. We have no way of real-
ly knowing if, or how many, of our pilgrim family have been affected by the  
recurring floods but our thoughts are with everyone as they face the clean up and 
rebuilding.  
 
This year has seen… a surge of pilgrims arriving in Santiago de Compostela for the 
special second year extension of the Jacobean Holy Year, an increase (though not 
yet back to pre-Covid times) in Australian pilgrims making a pilgrimage, and a war 
which, though not on the Camino itself, is affecting it as generous villages in 
some parts of Spain make some, or all, of their albergues available to the  
Ukrainian refugees.  
 
Something that returning pilgrims often mention is the kindness and generosity of 
the people they meet on the way. In this, they refer to both the pilgrims they 
share the journey with, as well as the locals that so generously provide the  
infrastructure of the Camino. Those that have worked to provide a special place 
for a pilgrim to rest at the end of the day, those that provide resting nooks along 
the path, sometimes with food or drink, and those that give of their time to clean 
up the Camino.  
 
None of these things happens without people. People like Rebecca, who each 
year leads a team of folk that go out on the Camino, usually in winter when there 
are not so many pilgrims walking, collecting rubbish. Then there are the local 
people who have worked hard to provide us, the pilgrims, with a Municipal or 
Parochial albergue where we can rest. And of course, there are those who travel 
from far and near to manage those albergues giving of their time to serve us as 
hospitaleros. Over the years there have been many Australians who have served in 
this way. 
 
We, as pilgrims, not only receive this kindness along the way, but we, in turn, 
also support those people living in the villages along the Caminos, spending our 
money buying food and drink, paying for a bed, and even on occasion buying 
equipment. This helps maintain those villages, stopping them from declining and 
even providing work for the young people. Sadly, there are some who think that it 
is a right to receive whatever is there for them, and that donativo means ‘free’ – 
rather than give a bit extra for those that have very little. 
 
Australians give generously to the Camino; they serve as hospitaleros, they serve 
as volunteers at the pilgrim office, and here at home they support the various 
pilgrimage initiatives across the country. At a time focusing on peace, hope, and 
joy may we continue to support those who are struggling - the many refugees now 
living here, and the victims of the natural disasters around the country.  
 
As this year closes may you find hope in the coming one, the peace which we all 
wish for, and joy. ¡Buen Camino! 

Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 
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The full 11 circuit labyrinth at Amberley  
will be put to good use during the Conference  

when Cici Edwards-Jensen explores with us  
the history and uses of the labyrinth.  We feel very 

lucky to have such a beautiful example of a medieval 
stone and gravel labyrinth to work with.   

THE 2ND NATIONAL ‘CAMINO’ CONFERENCE 
17-19 February 2023 

Edmund Rice Centre Amberley, Melbourne, Victoria 

This will be a celebration of ‘all things Camino’ and a chance to reconnect with other pilgrims 
for a weekend of memories, information, and fun including an exciting mix of presentations, 

workshops, displays, walking and reflection time. 
 

The focus will be THE JOURNEY AND BEYOND: a chance to relive your Camino  
experiences with fellow ‘peregrinos’, share knowledge with new pilgrims planning their first 

Camino, and enjoy that treasured Camino camaraderie. 
 

Registration will be from 3pm on Friday followed by a full program of events and activities 
through to 1:30pm on Sunday.  

Update from the VCCC committee:  
After so many postponements, it seems hard to believe that our National Confer-
ence is now only a couple of months away!   

We have been hard at work meeting weekly by Zoom and with regular face-to-face 
meetings (so much more productive!) whenever possible. In the last few months 
we have been delighted to welcome Mark David Walsh who has a whole bundle of 
skills that really complement the team. His profile mentions facilitator, educator, 
interfaith practitioner, pilgrimage leader and pilgrim, with a particular interest in 
‘international encounter at grassroots level’ which seems to describe the Camino 
experience perfectly. Mark has been responsible for our Facebook presence with 
his regular posts of snippets of Camino information as well as Conference updates.  
Check out Australian Friends of the Camino – 2nd National Conference on Facebook 
for more detail.   

Many of you will have been following Dan Mullins’s international travels over the 
past few weeks – he truly is a ‘wandering minstrel’! He is very excited about being 
part of the Conference where he will join us in singing up a storm as well as  
leading a panel discussion on Sunday. 

People are returning to the Camino in greater and greater numbers now so it will 
be interesting to hear from recent pilgrims how they found the Camino as it re-
opens.  In the meantime, we look forward to sharing a weekend of Camino magic, 
information and excellent company with you all! 

Book now as places are filling fast. See you in February! 

Australian Friends of the Camino Conference 2023 Tickets  
Edmund Rice Centre Amberley, Lower Plenty  
| TryBooking Australia 
facebook.com/AFOTC.Conference2023 
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THE AUSTRALIAN FAMILY ON THE CAMINO  
 
In March 2020 our family were counting down 
the weeks to our long-planned pilgrimage of 
the Camino de Santiago. Enter a worldwide 
pandemic and, like millions of others, our 
travel plans were halted—we thought—for 
ever. We were still processing the disappoint-
ment when, just as abruptly as the trip was 
cancelled, the planets aligned and 2022 be-
came our year. So we dusted off the plans 
and in July 2022 our family set out from South 
Australia and made our way via Paris to St 
Jean-Pied-de-Port to commence our long-
awaited Camino Francés.  
 
We became known as the ‘Australian Family’ -
Claire (42), Callum (33), Molly (15/16)  
and Jethro (14) - and this is the Diary of our 
Family Pilgrimage. 
 
Day 0 - Paris to St Jean-Pied-de-Port - 0km 
We packed up our Parisian apartment: we had a wonderful stay and felt like it was 
a true home away from home. We had seven days in Paris which gave us a flavour 
of the city and helped us get over our jet lag before our real adventure begins. We 
arrived in St Jean-Pied-de-Port pilgrim’s office and receive our second stamp of 
the Camino, our first being our AFotC stamp. The staff in the office are wonderful. 
We picked up a couple of bumbags for the children, arranged for our luggage to be 
sent ahead to Santiago and found a lovely spot for dinner. Tomorrow the hiking 
begins. 
 
Day 1 - St Jean-Pied-de-Port to Orisson - 9km  
We had a short day planned, stopping at Refuge Orisson for the night to soak in 
the Pyrenees. We set off and made it 500m before needing to stop… for croissants 
and coffee. This would set the tone for how we started most mornings for the  
remainder of the pilgrimage. We got to participate in the famous Refuge Orisson 
community meal and, to our surprise, there were 9 Australians in this bubble of 25 
people! One Australian, Peter, we would end up hiking with on and off throughout 
our Camino. The air was clear over the Pyrenees and we finished the day with a 
spectacular sunset.  

Day 2 - Orisson to Roncesvalles - 18km  
We hiked over the Pyrenees out of France and into Spain making it to 1450m  
before our descent. We were in Basque country. We barely saw the children today 
except when we called them back for a photo. We made new friends and walked 
with people from all over the world. The albergue looked recently restored and 
was great value, they even offered a laundry service for a small fee. I thought he 
was joking at first… turns out it was legitimate! 
 

Alto de San Roque,  
Pedrafita do Cebreiro  
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Day 3 - Roncesvalles to Zubiri - 21km  
This was an easy day as we descended into 
Zubiri. We are slowly building our rhythm 
of eat, hike, sleep and we are  
enjoying this lifestyle. We are quickly 
learning we need to leave a little in the 
tank for the end of the day to explore the  
villages, visit the mercado and find our 
albergue. We were entertained in the 
evening by a talented musician from Ger-
many who was walking with her ukulele.  
 
Day 4 - Zubiri to Pamplona - 22km  
Our earliest start to date, we were out the 
door by 6.15am. Well done teenagers. We 

headed into Larrasoana for breakfast and met a shop owner who had completed 
the Camino Francés 11 times! We easily completed our kilometres into Pamplona 
before lunch time and we were blown away by the vibrancy, colour and architec-
ture of Pamplona. We were glad we had booked a day off tomorrow to explore. 
 
Day 5 - Day off in Pamplona - 0km 
The children elected to stay in the air-conditioned comfort of our hostel but  
Callum and I spent the day exploring the city. The Bull Ring was quite confronting: 
so brutal, but a unique and important part of their history and culture. We didn’t 
enjoy the day off as much as we thought and we were keen to keep walking. 
Friends we had made in the first few days are now ahead of us. I’m taking comfort 
in the thought we will catch them again at some stage.  
 
Day 6 - Pamplona to Puente la Reina - 24km  
Jethro declared this a “great day”! With a day off yesterday we were in a new 
little bubble and met a lot of new pilgrims. It was awesome seeing Alto del Perdon 
(see photo above) and we had a clear sunny day to see it set against that beauti-
ful backdrop. We were saddened when 
saw the memorial to recognise 92 people 
from the surrounding villages in the Sierra 
del Perdon who lost their lives in 1936/37 
in a brutal way. We parted ways with 
some friends we had made from the Ca-
nary Islands who had come to the end of 
their five-day Camino.  
 
Day 7 - Puente la Reina to Estella - 22km 
Molly was out in front leading today off 
strong! Callum had his first mental strug-
gle day but powered on through. It was a 
long, hot, dusty day but the villages did 
not disappoint with the food. I love the 
local pinxchos and Navarre tortilla! 

Day 11—on the Meseta 
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Day 8 - Estella to Torres del Rio - 30km 
Oh no. We were too early. Wine fountain 
empty. We didn’t even know there were 
hours of operation! No Fuente de Vino for 
us. Nevertheless we had a great day walk-
ing through wheat fields and stopping in  
villages. We took the suggested alternate 
route today for 7km which took us over 
the mountain instead of around it. We 
arrived in Los Arcos at midday (our 
planned stop for the night) and felt pretty 
good so decided to press on for another 
8km to Torres Del Rio. Good call, this  
albergue has a pool! 
 
Day 9 - Torres del Rio to Navarrete - 32km 
Our biggest day yet! Molly made a new friend, Lydia from Germany and Jethro is 
entertaining himself by learning how to twirl his hiking poles. I have found myself 
drinking coffee, something I never drink in Australia, but it has become part of our 
family ritual in the morning. We are off the guide book now so there are fewer 
pilgrims and we are enjoying the quieter albergues.  
  
Day 10 - Navarrete to Azofra - 22km  
Today felt a bit like we were walking on the Fleurieu Peninsula. It was mostly flat 
and the trail meandered through vineyards and small villages. As we walked into 
Azofra, a local man came out of his home with a bag of blackberries and plums for 
us. They were juicy and delicious and really hit the spot after another hot day. 
The local people we have met don’t appear to have much but they are so gener-

ous and proud of what they grow. It is won-
derful to be able to immerse yourself in a 
culture away from the typical holiday tour-
ist destinations.  
 
Day 11 - Azofra to Grañón - 22km  
Still no blisters between the four of us but 
today was one of ‘those’ days. It started 
with me falling down the stairs as I left the 
albergue at 5.30am. These are the days we 
know will be the most memorable and we 
were already laughing about it by dinner. 
We are staying in our first donativo  
tonight… how much are you supposed to 
give?? I don’t want to be too cheap but we 
are also a family on a budget. We settled 
on €10 each for the bed and another €10 
each for the meal although there wasn’t 
enough and it was very basic so we have all 
gone to bed hungry. Bring on breakfast!  

Church of St 
Martin de 
Fromista 

The amazing cathedral at 
León 
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Day 12 - Grañón to Villafranca - 27km  
Beautiful day today, we were all in a much better 
headspace. The day was slightly cooler and we 
also had a little more canopy to walk under. We 
had our favourite lunch of the trip so far. 
 
Day 13 - Villafranca to Cardeñuela Riopico - 
24km 
Today was the type of day you picture as a  
mother when planning a trip like this for your 
family. The four of us walked and talked for the 
whole day about 1980s NBA, funny primary school 
stories, and things we’d like to do when the 
Camino is over. We passed a couple of interesting 
memorials - one dedicated to 300 people who 
were executed during the Spanish civil war and 
the site of the oldest human remains found in 

Atapuerca. So proud of the children, 268km in and they are soldiering on.  
 
Day 14 - Cardeñuela Riopico to Burgos - 14km 
Today was all about the Burgos cathedral. What a stunner of a building, it felt 
much more of a museum than a church. We start the Meseta tomorrow and a few 
people are skipping ahead via bus over this section so we will part ways with some 
of our Camino family tomorrow. We are looking forward to this section and think it 
is an integral part of our Camino.  
 
Day 15 Burgos to Hornillos - 21km  
We cracked the 300km mark today. It was 
an easy walk. We let the kids loose with 
the GoPro so we will see how that footage 
turns out! Still no blisters but a hot day so 
we elected to take a short day… time is on 
our side.  
 
Day 16 - Hornillos to Castrojeriz - 22km 
We had the most lovely day. The ruins  
of San Anton convent were amazing.  
Beautiful landscapes of wheat fields and 
sunflower crops with a scattering of trees 
made it a picturesque walk and one we 
won’t forget. The kids and Callum are 
powerhouses and the walking is becoming 
easier and easier each day.  
 
Day 17 - Castrojeriz to Fromista - 26km  
Another beautiful day! With a forecast of 
34C we left at 5.15am to tackle the climb 
out of Castrojeriz. With the sun rising the 

Walking out of Villafranca del Bierzo 

Cruz de 
Ferro  in 
the fog 
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views were amazing. Wonderful swirls of pink, 
orange and violet painted the sky and we took a 
moment at the summit of this climb to soak it all 
in. We are still adjusting to the Spanish time-
table (siesta is a real thing!)  
 
Day 18 - Fromista to Carrion - 20km 
Today was a day of contrast. We couldn’t find a 
single place open for food so we walked the day 
on an empty stomach and got into Carrion at 
10.30am feeling pretty ‘hangry’. We found a little 
place open who were happy to give us some wa-
termelon while we waited for our albergue to 
open. Pilgrims poured into the albergue until it 
was full and we caught up with friends of days 
past. We ate, drank and sung our way into the 
evening with a group of super talented, multicul-
tural pilgrims. The kids loved it and stayed up 

with us until the end and Callum won them over with his perfect timing in the 
Karaoke.  
 
Day 19 - Carrión to San Nicolas del Real Camino - 32km 
Today we tackled the 18km stretch out of Carrión with no towns and flat terrain. 
With the previous day’s experience we loaded up Jethro and turned him into our 
human supermarket so we were covered for breakfast and lunch for the day. We 
passed by the bodegas and felt like we were in a hobbit village! Also the kids end-
ed up on the wrong path today. Lord knows how that happened but it was pretty 
easy to get them back across the ditch and onto the Way.  
 
Day 20 - San Nicolas to Bercianos - 17km 
We all accidentally slept in today (7.15am). It is a strange feeling waking up and 
the albergue is empty! It was a beautiful spot so we were happy for the extra 
time and slow start to the day. Lovely easy day of walking.  
 
Day 21 - Bercianos to Mansilla de las Mulas - 26km 
This morning greeted us with the most amazing full moon, which was still high  
in the sky when we left. We caught up with Peter, our Australian friend from our 
first night in Orisson, and enjoyed an evening down at the river in Mansilla  
de las Mulas.  
 
Day 22 - Mansilla to León- 18km 
We made it into León! What a beautiful city and the Gothic cathedral is worth the 
entry fee. We stayed in the Benedictine monastery but the stone walls and  
limited windows are making this a very hot and sweaty night. 

 
Day 23 - León to San Martin - 25km 
A lot of road walking today: a number of pilgrims caught a bus through this stage 
but we are glad we sucked it up and walked it, we feel this is all part of our  

Shell fountain in Galicia 
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journey. Despite the mediocre scenery the past few days we are having so many 
laughs and enjoying our adventure as a family.  
 
Day 24 - San Martin to Murias de Rechivaldo - 29km 
Clocked over 500km walked today and it felt good. We loved Hospital de Orbigo. 
We had breakfast with some very interesting looking birds and we hit some  
nature trails today for the first time in a few days. It felt good to get some  
elevation into our legs: sometimes the flats are harder than the up and down.  
 
Day 25 - Murias de Rechivaldo to Foncebadón - 21km 
Nice views today and some decent elevation. Back to beautiful villages with  
delicious food though we are noticing it is starting to get more expensive again as 
we near Galicia. Cruz de Ferro tomorrow! 
 
Day 26 - Foncebadón to Ponferrada - 27km 
The rain finally caught up with us today and we had to make use of our ponchos 
for the first time. We almost missed Cruz de Ferro as it came upon us quite  
suddenly through the fog. The descent into Molinaseca was steep and slippery but 
the village itself transported us to other parts of Europe: we felt we were in  
Switzerland. Just beautiful. 
 
Day 27 - Ponferrada to Villafranca del Bierzo- 23km  
Pretty uneventful day today but we hit our first milestone marker with a 1 in front 
of it. Less than 200km to go! I love the simplicity of this life. Eat, hike, sleep, 
repeat.  
 
Day 28 - Villafranca to La Faba - 26km 
Stunning day with stunning views! We took the alternate route out of Villafranca 
del Bierzo: the elevation was tough on the calves but the views were worth it.  
We had lunch surrounded by cosmos, roses and the largest wisteria I have ever 

seen. The trail then wound up through a  
fairytale forest where we called it a night in 
La Faba.  
 
Day 29 - La Faba to Triacastela - 26km 
We are not in Kansas anymore… we are in  
Galicia! This region is stunning. We got up  
early to watch the sun rise over the hills. The 
pain and weariness are all worth it for the 
views, the peace and the uninterrupted time 
with family.  
 
Day 30 - Triacastela to Sarria - 18km 
Today felt like we were on a movie set. It was 
moody and misty with gorgeous villages. The 
walking in Galicia is beautiful. We saw our first 
pilgrims completing their pilgrimage by horse-
back today.  

Walking at sunrise in Galicia 
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who came home strong on a delicate stomach to give us the chance to walk in 
with our Camino family. We have had a wonderful  
journey and we are just taking this time to soak it all in. We finished with a group 
dinner with 33 of our friends joining for a kebab to celebrate our journey.  
 
Finally…  
We go on to complete the 90km to Finisterre and met a wonderful American fami-
ly who shared in Molly’s 16th birthday celebrations on the final day. This was a 
lovely way to end our Camino, at the 0.00km marker at the ‘end of the world’. 
 
The experience is one we are so grateful for. To do this as a family and create 
lifetime memories and meet people from all over the world… we don’t take this 
for granted. Thank you to our family back home to looked after our house and our 
Welsh terrier Marty McFly and helped make this dream achievable! 
 
Claire Dunsmore (SA) 
(For Claire’s excellent home video of their Camino, see YouTube Camino de  
Santiago 2022 / Australian Family Hike. ED) 

We welcome your stories and photos ~ send to the editor,  
Alison Bell at editor@afotc.org 

A MONEY SAVING TIP FOR THE CAMINO 

For members who have a Bank SA, Bank of Melbourne, St George,  
or Westpac account there is a system called Global ATM Alliance  

which allows you to withdraw money from partner ATM’s fee free.   
 

Check with your bank to see if they offer a similar service.   
In Spain, the partner bank is Deutsche Bank while in France  

it is BNP Paribas.  This bank generally tends to be found in the  
bigger cities, but, with careful planning you could avoid the  

now hefty ATM fees.  

There are numerous other cards etc that are fee free, or low fee,  
including: - HSBC Everyday Global Account, Citibank Saver Plus,  
ING Orange Everyday Visa, and Wise.  This is not a complete list,  

but is to alert you to the possibilities available when it comes to money 
overseas and the savings to be made on potentially hefty fees.  

Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 
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Day 31 - Sarria to Gonzar - 30km 
Welcome to the pilgrim highway. We made the mistake of starting our journey 
from Sarria on a Monday, in August. I am excited for new pilgrims as they started 
their journey but as I grapple with my own emotions of having come so far and this 
journey coming to a close, it was challenging to now share this space and this trail 
with hundreds upon hundreds of new faces. We couldn’t get accommodation in 
Portomarin where we had planned so we walked an extra 8km and thankfully 
snagged four beds in one albergue. We were introduced to some new personality 
types and tensions ran high between a Spaniard and a Frenchman regarding beds 
and the poor volunteer was called to sort it out. This was in total contrast to the 
gentle and giving atmosphere we had grown accustomed to in the albergues to this 
point. It will be tough to adapt to this new culture and we feel we are on a  
completely different pilgrimage.  
 
Day 32 - Gonzar to Casanova - 22km 
Well the Camino is certainly ‘throwing up’ some challenges late in the piece… 
quite literally. Poor Callum started feeling unwell yesterday and couldn’t walk 
today. The kids and I went ahead and he caught a taxi to our next destination. We 
are not sure what this will mean for our Compostela but the kids are adamant we 
need to finish walking the entire Way! 
 
Day 33 - Casanova to Melide - 10km 
After a rocky start this morning Callum came good and we planned a short easy 
10km day. We booked an AirBnB so we could have some privacy and a re-set be-
fore our final couple of days.  
 
Day 34 - Melide to O’Amenal - 37km 
A message came though What’s App from our Camino Family - everyone was meet-
ing at 10am tomorrow at the park at the start 
of Santiago to walk the last 3km together. So 
we had a choice to make: do we push out a 
big day today and try to make the meet time 
tomorrow or do we wish every one well and 
see them the next day? We set off and man-
aged a 37km day to give us a chance to meet 
up for the finale. Callum is a machine! We had 
to book a hotel way from the Camino as eve-
rything was booked up. We managed to get a 
taxi to the hotel and arranged for him to drop 
us back tomorrow morning at the same spot.  
 
Day 35 - O’Amenal to Santiago de  
Compostela - 16km 
We did it!! It is done! So many emotions right 
now. I am so proud of my children who walked 
the entire 778km with their packs, without 
complaint and proved to themselves they are 
capable beyond their belief. Also to Callum 

The entire Camino 
family outside the 
cathedral at Santiago.  
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THE FIFTH WAY THROUGH FRANCE – LA VOIE DU PIÉMONT PYRÉNÉEN 
 
In 2015, I walked from Arles to Col du Somport along the Via Tolosana. I broke the 
golden rule of walking, twice. I took side trips by train to Carcassonne and 
Lourdes. When I was in Lourdes, I realised it wasn’t just a pilgrimage site for the 
sanctuary and Saint Bernadette, but it also sat on a Chemin de Compostelle, 
known by its Grand Randonee number, GR78. I made a mental note. 

Later in that walk, just before Oloron-Sainte-Marie I stopped for morning tea at a 
‘petite pause pour pelerins’ in someone’s yard under a gorgeous oak tree. The 
woman returned home with fresh bread and offered me coffee and biscuits. When 
I explained how much I enjoyed Lacammonde and the ancient church and pilgrim 
hospital there, she raved about the ancient pilgrim stop of L’hopital Saint Blaise, 
once again on the GR78. My interest was really piqued now. 

In 2018 when I walked the Le Puy route, just before St-Jean-Le-Vieux, there was a 
signpost to the left. GR78. “I wonder what that way would be like,” I mused. By 
this stage, I’d researched and decided I would definitely walk this route known as 
the Voie des Piemonts Pyrenees one day. 

The plan finally came to fruition in May/June 2022, and I began in Montpellier. I’m 
the opposite of the ‘prepared pilgrim’: I tend to decide to leave, and then three 
weeks later I’m walking. So I didn’t know how I’d go, but luckily a great bookshop 
there stocked every book imaginable on walking in France, and I found the  
Lepere/Terrien Guidebook. Originally, I was thinking I’d walk to Beziers then to 
Narbonne Plage (beach), where it’s also possible to commence. This route goes 
past the abbey of Frontfroide, but by the time I’d started walking, a detour to the 
beach didn’t make much sense. 

Instead, I left the bustling city of Montpellier with its fascinating old town streets, 
for a couple of weeks of vineyards, olive groves and some stretches of road built 

by the ancient Romans. It was dry 
and exposed and there was quite a 
lot of road walking. From Béziers to 
Carcassonne, stretches along the 
Canal du Midi brought a different 
character, where I waved at people 
on their canal boats and the path 
was flat and monotonous in parts. 
The Pyrenees are visible from Bezi-
ers: however, after Carcassonne, 
the way gets progressively hillier, 
and I caught glimpses more often. I 
also began walking through patches 
of forests, beech and oak, and the 
way became more wooded, and the 
farm tracks grassy. 

One feature I came to expect was 
12thC churches. I make it a habit of 
entering churches. Along the Le Puy 

Setting out from Montpellier 
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route, many have visitors’ books, and part of the fun is 
following characters you are walking a few days behind. 
This time there weren’t so many of those, but the  
attraction was more that chapels of some sort had occu-
pied these sites for a thousand years. It fascinates me to 
think of that amount of time, and the religious history it 
entails. The area around Carcassonne is known as a  
Cathar area, so in just about every town there is a ‘rue 
des Cathars’, then later on as you enter the Ariege  
region, there are templar sites such as Audressein. And, 
of course, when the sites are historically significant, you 
find the UNESCO world heritage badge. And there is no 
shortage of these on this route. 

The Ariege region was my favourite walking and the hills 
started to get challenging. The stunning old town of  

Mirepoix, had me in awe as to how the huge wooden-beamed medieval houses 
perch above their arcades. Le Mas d’Azil, with its gaping cave mouths big enough 
for the road to go through, was the first cave on the route, except I had already 
broken the golden rule to go off route for one day to Foix and the prehistoric 
Grotte de Niaux cave just days before. After Saint Lizier the route took me up a 
valley for two days until I reached Portet d’Aspet, which at 900m felt like a moun-
tain cul-de-sac. Deep in forests now, it was over the saddle into the Haute-Garonne 
region where more significant hill climbs followed and the UNESCO sites of L’eglise 
Saint-Just de Valcabrere and Saint-Bertrand de Comminges came into view. 

Limestone moss rocks with damp forests seemed to signal more cave sites beneath 
the surface with Grotte de la Bastide (more for kids) and Esparros (absolutely stun-
ning formations if you do the tour like I did) on either side of a steep hill. The 
tracks got slippery and dangerous. The Baronnies valley was the last relief before 
the terrain each day began to climb in steep sections. I made a mistake with my 
calculations between Esparros and Bagneres-de-Bigorre and ended up hitching or 
‘stop-ping’ as the French call it, for the last 5 kilometres as I was exhausted by the 
30-kilometre day. I was getting really tired of 
the hills.  

Bagneres-de-Bigorre, in the Hautes-Pyrénées 
department, had a real spa-town feel 
(probably because it was), but it is not  
particularly pretty and I dodged the longer 
and steeper mountain way to Lourdes and 
instead took a shorter road route, that turned 
out to be just as steep. Despite the throngs 
of Bernadette pilgrims, I always find there is 
a holy calm in Lourdes, perhaps the millions 
of souls in prayerful contemplation does 
something to a place? Walking next to the 
Ousse river was stunning – a teal/aquamarine 
water that looked magical. 

Roman waymarker 

Floating Office de Tourisme, Canal du 
Midi at Villeneuve-les-Béziers 
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During the next stretch to Oloron-Sainte-Marie, accommodation was a challenge, 
and I ended up walking further each day than I’d wanted to, and diverted off the 
route by five kilometres to a small town, Arudy to find a place to stay. In the  
Presbytery, the earnest priest welcomed me by washing my feet, and it was a very 
special spiritual moment. Approaching Oloron, I was also nearing the Pays Basque 
area with the tell-tale pelota court in one of the small towns. It was great to stay 
at the Relais du Bastet gite in Oloron-Sainte-Marie for the second time – it is such a 
well-run establishment. A few short days, including the much-awaited L’Hopital-
Saint-Blaise, and I was finished in St Jean Pied-de-Port after two more big climbs. 
But, what did I expect? It is the 
Pyrénées! 

The Voie du Piémont Pyrénéen is 
resplendent with numerous 
UNESCO world heritage sites, 4 
cave sites, Cathare, Huguenot, 
Templar and Roman history. And 
so many 12thC chapels, I lost 
count! It took me 34 days (with 
one rest day in Béziers and the 
one-day cheeky detour to Foix 
and Grotte de Niaux). I can’t 
help myself when there’s caves 
involved. 

But this chemin is also magnifi-
cent for its natural beauty, if a 
little challenging vertically for 
the last third. At times the path 

Left: Cathedral de Saint-Nazaire  
de Béziers and la Vierge du jardin 
St Jacques.  
Above: Beautiful spring orchids 

The stunning Pyrenees 
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feels a bit hairy with goat tracks 
on the sides of steep drops 
through the forest, so I walked 
very gingerly a couple of times, 
not daring to stop for even a  
photo. 

It was especially beautiful in May, 
with the heady smells of honey-
suckle, jasmine, and pretty wild 
orchids and other flowers in full 
bloom. The beech and oak forests 
are majestic and will always be my 
favourite thing about it (apart 
from the magnificent views of the 
Pyrénées which become huge and 
breathtaking when you’re walking 
through the Ariège). It wasn't too 
wet with only a couple of days 
walking in drizzly weather. 

I supplemented the Lepère guidebook with information from online because the 
first section to Carcassonne is not clearly signposted. There are many accommo-
dation options listed in the Lepère, so I stayed in everything from a cheap hotel in 
Lourdes (€60/night), to communal gîtes where I was the only person there (for 
€12 a night), monasteries, chambres d’hotes, and donativo accommodation with 
Christian families. 

Templar town, Arrout                                                                      L'Hopital Saint Blaise 
  

St Lizier cloister 
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The Confraternity of St James has a great web page summary of the route with 
the various French guidebooks listed. The Office de Tourisme along the way pro-
vide a wealth of knowledge and are très helpful. The Saint-Lizier staff have pro-
duced a printed accommodation list for the route from there on, and the monas-
tery in Betharram had also collected contacts for the coming days rest places. It 
was my feeling that things are still returning to balance after the past three years 
of upheaval and the tourist establishments are keen to make it as easy as possible 
to encourage walkers back. I am always so impressed by the tiniest villages in 
France having amazing tourist offices. 

And yes, for those who know me, I sketched. I posted a more detailed daily story 
with my sketches on Instagram @a_path_with_art if you would like to read about 
my trip in more detail. And you can buy your copy of my artworks from this route 
in a 2023 calendar available from my website. 

And the best thing, in my opinion, is the solitude. J'adore! 

Bronwen Whyatt (SA) 
www.bronwenwhyatt.com 

Guide Books: Lepère & Terrien, Chemin de Compostelle, La Voie des Piémonts 
(2022 Ed). Topo Guide, Chemin du Piémont Pyrénéen GR78 de la Mediterranee 
Web references: Chemin du Pié-
mont Pyrénéen (CSJ).  
https://www.csj.org.uk/chemin-du
-piemont-pyreneen 
Voie du Piémont (traildino): 
https://www.traildino.com/trace/
continents-Europe/countries-
France/trails-Voie_du_Piémont 
Agence Française des Chemins de 
Compostelle: https://
www.chemins-compostelle. com/
itineraires/8/la-voie-des-pia-monts 

 

Far left:  
Beech forest 
after col de 
Aspet.   
 
Left: Between 
Esparros and 
Bourg-de-
Bigorre 

Last day, approaching St Jean le Vieux 
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Friend, hope for the truth while you are alive.  

Jump into experience while you are alive!  

Think……. and 

think…. while you are alive.  

What you call 'salvation' belongs to the time before 
death. 

If you don't break your ropes while you are alive, Do 
you think ghosts will do it after?  

The idea that the soul will join with the ecstatic Just be-
cause the body is rotten That is all fantasy.  

What is found now is found then.  

If you find nothing now,  

You will simply end up with an apartment in the city of 
death. 

If you make love with the divine now, in the next life You 
will have the face of satisfied desire.  

So plunge into the truth, find out Who the  
Teacher is, Believe in the Great Sound!  

The great mystic poet, Kabir 
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CAMINO DE MADRID 2022 
 
After a two year Covid-19 enforced hiatus, I decided to get 
the pack out again, put on my pilgrim attire and head back 
to Spain. Given that I now have a new right knee and are two 
years further into retirement, the walk this year was to be an 
interesting experiment. 
  
Usually I travel with company although this year I planned to 
walk by myself and do the Camino de Madrid. This is a  
relatively short Camino being only 320 kilometres (13 days) 
from Madrid through to Sahagún on the Camino Francés. Alt-
hough it was later in the year (October) I expected to find a 
number of pilgrims walking the route at the same time. 

  
The walk commences from the Church of Santiago and St John the Baptist in  
Madrid and the highlight of this route is definitely the old Roman city of Segovia 
and its magnificent aqueduct. 
  
For navigation I purchased a copy of the CSJ guide by Johnnie Walker and down-
loaded a GPS track from a Dutch web site that I found on the Camino Forum.  
As usual I decided against pre-booking accommodation apart from initial nights in 
Madrid and two nights in Segovia, as my proposed time there corresponded with 
the Spanish National holiday.  
 
I spent an initial day wandering around Madrid, organising a Spanish SIM for my 
phone and visiting the starting point for this Camino, the Church of Santiago and 
John the Baptist. I arrived just before midday, believing it would be easy to get 
the first stamp on my credential. As the priest was busy, I had to wait until after 
the 12 o'clock Mass to get the document annotated. The end result was attending 
the Mass with the typical small congregation (5 elderly women) and a few other 
pilgrims. After the Mass the priest called the pilgrims forward and we all received 
the pilgrim blessing. 
 
My guide book also mentioned the Cathedral of the Redeemer (part of the  
Anglican Communion in Madrid) which I visited. While nice, it was rather plain 

compared with similar Spanish churches 
and cathedrals. While there I met Father 
Spencer Reece who stamped my creden-
tial and insisted on giving me a blessing.  
 
Before leaving Madrid, I visited the  
Association of Amigos of the Camino to 
Santiago from Madrid for the latest infor-
mation on the route and accommodation. 
The visit was not a lot of use as they only 
provided a basic map and a list of accom-
modation that proved to be out of date. 

Camino starting 
point in Madrid at 

the church of  
Santiago and St  

John the Baptist 

The cathedral in Segovia 
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I decided that I would do the 
whole C de Madrid and headed 
onto the streets at around 8am for 
breakfast and the long 11km walk 
to the edge of the city (many  
pilgrims apparently take a train to 
the city outskirts). This is definite-
ly not the most inspiring way to 
commence a Camino. Finally after 
a cup of coffee at Fuencarral, I 
was on my own in the country 
heading for my first overnight stop 
at Tres Cantos. 
 

The Camino passes through a variety of open countryside once you leave Madrid, 
ranging from gently undulating treed grazing properties, rocky outcrops through to 
treeless plains used for cereal crops. Apart from some fields of sunflowers, all of 
the crops had been harvested and were in various stages of preparation for the 
next year’s crops. Over the first 80 kilometres, the Camino gently rises towards 
the pine forest-covered foothills of the Sierra de Guadarrma. Many of the pine 
trees along the way were tapped for the collection of sap/pine resin. 
 
Day 4 crosses the Sierra de Guadarrma and is the hardest day of the Camino  
requiring a 650 metre climb from Cercedilla to Puerto de la Fuenfria at 1796m 
over 8 kilometres followed by a gradual decent of 23 kilometres into Segovia.  
 
Unfortunately I was unable to do this stage as on reaching Cercedilla my stomach 
informed me that something definitely was not right and that walking the follow-
ing day would be unwise. As accommodation in Segovia was pre-booked, I took a 
train and avoided what probably would have been a very unpleasant day. 
 
Segovia is a must-see on the C de Madrid. It has an impressive aqueduct construct-
ed by the Romans, a magnificent cathedral and an imposing Alcázar. Moorish  
influence can be seen throughout the city and a pleasant day was spent wandering 
around visiting the attractions. Segovia is definitely up there with Toledo and Ávila 
as a tourist attraction. 
 
After Segovia the walk transitions from 
pine forests into Meseta-type country 
with vast fields of cereal crops all the 
way to Sahagún. It passes through many 
old and pleasant villages and towns, 
often with more intensive farming on 
the outskirts. Outside one town there 
were acres of carrots being harvested. I 
am not sure where the carrots go  
because you seldom see that vegetable 
included in the usual Spanish menus.  

The Alcázar in Segovia 

Leaving Segovia 
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There are many wind turbines on the Meseta. At some point between Wamba and 
Penaflor de Hornija, I stopped and counted all the turbines that I could identify 
and reached a total of over 250. 
 
One unexpected section of the Camino was the first 8 kilometres out of Medina  
de Rioseco which follows a tree-lined canal until 3 kilometres out of Tamariz.  
It made a great change from walking on the flat treeless Meseta where either 
towns can be seen kilometres away and never seem to get closer or suddenly  
appear hidden in a ravine. 
 
The landscape was very dry after a long hot Spanish summer and the weather  
remained fine until I reached Santervas de Campos where it rained heavily  
overnight. The following day I used the roads to walk into Sahagún as the tracks 
through the fields were too wet, sticky and slippery for pleasant walking. 
 
I definitely prefer to walk in the Spring where there are crops in the fields and the 
storks are in their nests raising their chicks. Walking is not the same without 
storks in every village and town. 
 
Accommodation was a mixture of hostels and albergues and included a hotel in 
Villalon de Campos where the municipal albergue was closed for disinfection, 
which I assume was to remove a bed bug infestation. 
 

The only accommodation issue that I ran into 
was on the second day in Manzanares which is 
on a reservoir and appeared to be a holiday 
destination out of Madrid. The only bed that I 
could get was in Soto del Real Sloana,  
8 kilometres away in the wrong direction. Get-
ting there by bus was OK while the walk back 
into Manzanares in the dark the following morn-
ing was not appreciated. 
 
The other accommodation highlight was the 
albergue in Santervas de Campos, the birthplace 
of Juan Ponce de León, who crossed the Atlantic 

The Camino by wheelchair and  
electric scooter 

Left: Bridge over the canal outside of Medina de Rioseco. Right: Haystack on the Meseta. 
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with Christopher Columbus and is credited with 
discovering Florida. There is a small museum  
dedicated to Juan Ponce in the basement of the 
albergue and I was given a personal guided tour. 
It's not what you would call a busy or prosperous 
town, as the only shop is a mobile one (selling out 
of the back of a truck) and the bar has closed 
down. The Spanish live-in volunteer hospitalero 
went out of his way to make me comfortable and 
drove us to the next town where there we           
could get a meal. 
 

October is getting towards the end of the Camino season and I only met 4 other 
pilgrims in the 12 days of walking between Madrid and Sahagún. Unbelievably, the 
pilgrim I met was on the first day and was another Australian. We stayed together 
to Santa Maria la Real de Nieva at which point I moved ahead a day. 
 
The other pilgrims were two Spaniards and an Italian. The first Spaniard was in a 
wheelchair and travelled using a battery-operated scooter modified to support the 
two front wheelchair wheels (he could cover up to 60ks in a day). I caught up with 
the second Spaniard on three occasions at albergues and the Italian at the  
albergue in Santervas de Campos just before Sahagún. 
 
Overall the Camino is well marked and typically goes past every church on the 
route whether open or not. As usual the vast majority were locked, which I find 
disappointing. One of the few churches that were open was in Colemanor and I 
was able to have my credential stamped and watch the local women clean and 
prepare it for some form of service. Part of the cleaning process involved touching 
up the worn red carpet in the front of the altar with a red marking pen!  
 
The Madrid is an enjoyable Camino with  
varied scenery, relatively flat walking (apart 
from the Stage into Segovia) and embraces a 
number of lovely town and villages. If you 
crave a shorter Camino and want to avoid 
the numbers on the Francés, this is one path 
that is worth considering. 
 
A definite positive for the Camino was the 
fact that the new knee was excellent and I 
can still cover the required distances  
although I would prefer stages to be no  
longer than 25 kilometres. Notwithstanding I 
can still handle the longer ones if necessary. 
 
John Mapleson (VIC) 
For more information see John’s blog 
www.caminotravels.com 

Tapping pine trees for resin/sap 

John in front of the 
aqueduct in  

Segovia 
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 SENTIER ST JACQUES (CHEMIN DE COMPOSTELLE) 
GR 65, Le Puy-en-Velay to Figeac, August 2022 
 
Following my Cluny to Le Puy hike of 2019, Covid-19 barred any further chemins, 
until the summer of 2022. This time around, the weather is slightly cooler, but the 
solitude of 2019 is gone. Rather than meeting one pilgrim every 2-3 days, I’m 
joined by 2-3 dozen each day. Almost entirely French, bar a Belgian couple and a 
German duo.  
 
Once again, I use the Fédération Francaise Randonnée guidebook. Great for topo 
maps and track notes, although Miam Miam Dodo has the better accommodation 
listings.  
 
On my arrival from Paris, Le Puy’s huge Grand Séminaire, where I finished off in 
2019, is full this time. I’m pointed to a smaller gîte that’s also up in the Haute 
Ville. At breakfast, we’re all enjoined to sing “Ultreia”, the Camino theme song.  
 
The first day to Montbonnet is an easy 16km through open but drought-stricken 
landscapes. With August high season stretching accommodation, I’m beginning to 
wish I’d prebooked beds for the whole run, not just Montbonnet.  
 
Fortunately, Gîte L’Escole makes me very welcome. Its ebullient host finds me a 
bed for the following night. This sets a pattern, of generous hosts and pilgrims 
lending assistance. I’ll only sleep under the stars for one night, happily at that.  
 
Montbonnet is memorable for a long conversation, with a young Bordeaux couple, 
who work for Orange telco. Next day, past Saint-Privat-d’Allier, it starts to heat 
up. I’m exhausted by the big, long climb out of Monistrol, whose river beach looks 
alluring. A chap with two young sons revitalises me. Even totes my pack, on the 
last bit into Saugues.  
 
My gîte is tricky to find, on the edge of town, and all I can stomach is pumpkin 
soup. But host Jésus is a champion. In the morning, he straightens out my pack 
and tells me I’ll perk up. I remember to send him felicitations, from Figeac.  
 
The next day is nine hours, mostly in cool forest. I settle on my thirst-quencher  
of choice, cold Oranginas at €2. The 
large, isolated inn at Le Sauvage is 
full. Jésus has squirrelled several of 
us into an off-track gîte further on, 
at Lajo. Host Rachel collects us, at 
Chapelle Saint-Roch. 
 
Her Les Bouleaux Nains is a great 
night. We go around the table, to 
background ourselves. I’m the only 
one, using French as a second lan-
guage. Meanwhile, nurse-pilgrim 

Coming into Saint-Privat-d’Allier 
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Pascal, who looks rather like US actor 
Frances McDormand, makes an impres-
sive running repair to a fellow-pilgrim’s 
huge blister. 
 
Next day is long and hot, with little for-
est cover. Our tireless Lajo host has win-
kled four of us into a spiffy modern gîte, 
3km off-track from Aumont-Aubrac. Sur-
prisingly, we have the place to our-
selves, sharing dinner in the front gar-
den. 
 
Back at Le Puy, I’d seen two chaps affecting white habits, starting off with a 
youthful group. Exiting Aumont-Aubrac, I chance upon the same group. Turns out, 
the guys are genuine Dominicans, and their flock is having daily services. After a 
couple of pleasantly forested hours, I enter Aubrac ‘badlands’. An unshaded 
stretch of stony, grazing country. The drinks stand at Rieutort d’Aubrac is a  
godsend and, shortly thereafter, River Bès looks inviting for a swim.   
 
I press on regardless, to the big Gîte NADA, in pretty Nasbinals. No evening meal is 
offered, so in town I have the local potato-cheese dish, aligot, washed down with 
a pinte. The morrow is a downhill run, but temperatures hit the very high 30s, as I 
reach St Chély d’Aubrac mid-afternoon. The tourist centre confirms all rooms are 
booked. But I can bed down on grass, offered by genial host Fanny at Camping 
Vert. The adjacent stream finally affords that cooling swim. A  kindly couple from 
Verdun in the north invite me to their tent for dinner, with Aubrac brews. At 5am, 
I finally spot one of the étoiles filantes (shooting stars) we were expecting.  
 
The next 17km to St Côme d’Olt is pleasantly forested. Once again, it’s very high 
30s, when I reach the 12thC church midtown. I’m resigned to eking out the night at 
the spartan pilgrim-refuge, but a chemin friend comes to the rescue, and upgrades 
me to her nearby gîte in a private home. I do pizza and wine, at the town square. 
Lovely, apart from the ubiquitous cigarette fumes of outside tables in France.  
 
Overnight storms blow the heatwave away. Crossing the River Lot in an early  
morning squall, I climb rocky Puech de Vermus, with its statue of the Virgin.  
Descending, the ancient Église de Perse gateways the attractive town of Espalion.   

 
Past there, the bar in Saint-Pierre-
de-Bessuéjouls hamlet is our refuge, 
in another rainstorm. Marching on, 
I’m enjoying the prolific wild black-
berries and plums found en route. 
Mid-afternoon at Verrières, another 
chemin friend rings ahead, to book 
me into her gîte in the picture-
postcard town of Estaing.  

Isolated Roc des Loups, Aubrac 

Late-night restaurant scene, Nasbinals 
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She’s waiting by the old bridge into 
town, to ensure we both find the 
cryptic location. Oddly, women and 
men sleep at separate addresses, 
but come together at one table, for 
perhaps the tastiest dinner of all. A 
rich daube laced with prunes, dished 
up by a suave young local fellow.   
 
Starting out of Estaing, it’s cloudy, 
walking along the river. As we begin 
the ascent to Montegut-Haut, once 
again I’m passed by young Marlene, 
as fine a person as you’d meet.  
 
But she surges on, straight past the sharp uphill left. I holler, turn back. “I was in 
my mind,” she explains in English. I’ll keep on chatting with her, till the very last 
day into Figeac.  
 
To reach Golinhac is an easy 14km. I lunch in town, with a couple from the Lajo 
night. Their hotel’s full, but Camping Bellevue has beds. And a pool! Which  
eschews the strict swimsuit rules of Paris pools. Their local rule? Your own foot-
wear is forbidden, inside the pool enclosure.  
 
Next morning, I leave, too early to have breakfast. But Espeyrac épicerie sells 
fruits and cheeses. Not much further on lies the equally pleasing village of Séner-
gues. Then it’s a rocky, forested, descent to picture-postcard Conques.  
 
Adjoining Abbaye de Sainte Foye is the Accueil Pèlerins, with nearly 100 beds.  
I only have a moment, to farewell a chemin friend heading straight back to Paris. 
Upon quizzing the abbey volunteers, I splurge 25 euros for a private room. 

 
 
Time enough to have a pinte, 
and check out the quite-
respectable bookstore before 
communal dinner, pre-
addressed by a young friar. The 
meal’s fine, with red wine, but 
the ‘salad’ is big bowls of rad-
ishes. Who does that? 
 
Despite a drenching electrical 
storm overnight, I will enjoy 
dry weather thereafter. Leaving 
in semi-darkness, the cobbled 
downhill left, just past the ab-
bey, leads me onto medieval 

Two bridges reflecting, at Espalion 

Coming into Espeyrac 
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Pont des Roumieux and over the 
River Dourdou.  
 
Whereupon I face a steep, forested 
ascent to tiny Chapelle Sainte-
Foye. The top plateau is not that 
much further on.  
 
Now, it’s pleasant, open country, 
coming into Noailhac. After lunch, I 
decide to push on four extra kilo-
metres, past big Decazeville. With 
another Orangina break, a long, 
forested path takes me downhill, 
across the wide River Lot, and into 
Livinhac-le-Haut.  
 

I’ve made the right call about Decazeville. Gîte Le Chant des Étoiles is engaging, 
with communal dinner in the garden. I take early breakfast, as it’s still 25km (nigh 
on nine hours for me) into Figeac. A fine ramble, not spectacular, just weaving 
back and forth through variegated hamlets and fields.  
 
The épicerie in Montredon being closed, I figure the roadside gîte a bit further on, 
can whip me up an inviting French omelette. Wrong call – it’s a panful of  
congealed egg, no seasoning. Not to worry, the buvette behind the church of Saint 
Jean-Mirabel improvises an off-menu salad for me.  
 
Marlene glides past, one more time. Then it’s an easy run down into Figeac.  
Accommodation is very heavily booked, but eventually I circle back, to find gîte 
Le Coquelicot. Not so far from the train station that I’ll need early in the morning.  
 
Completing 250km in 12 days, I take in a celebratory hotel dinner of agneau  
de Quercy, on a terrace above the river. In four hikes since 2015, I’ve covered 
900km, from Cluny north of Lyon, down to Aire sur l’Adour in the south.  
 
What comradeship! Memorable 
days. But maybe this is the last 
rodeo, for le monsieur agé, as 
they dubbed me this time around. 
On future trips into beloved 
France, like that for the Paris 
Olympics, it might just be day 
walks for me. 
 
Stephen Saunders (ACT) 
 
 

Conques, abbey on left 

Evening by the river, at Figeac 
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THE CAMINO OLVIDADO 
 
If you are looking for a road less travelled, a path with beautiful scenery on a daily 
basis, a path where there is a mixture of nature and picturesque villages, a path 
with historical Roman ruins and anthropomorphic necropolis, the Camino Olvidado 
fits the bill.  If you like the boisterous, mobile village atmosphere of the Camino 
Francés and meeting pilgrims every night, sharing meals and conversation, this is 
probably not the path for you. 
 
The journey begins in Bilbao, on the Camino del Norte, and crosses diagonally 
across Northern Spain to Villafranca del Bierzo on the Camino Francés. Unlike the 
Camino Francés, albergues are not regularly spaced in almost every village.   
Indeed, the only accommodation many nights will be in hostals, hotels, or casa 
rurales, though we had a couple of nights, high in the mountains where the  
opposite was the case.   
 
There are several long stretches where the path leads through unpopulated  
valleys, except for horses and cows, and it is unlikely you will see another person 
on those days. However, for me, that solitariness is part of the attraction of this 
path.  I walked with my friend Jill for the length of this Camino and was very glad 
of her company. We were able to, among other things - share accommodation thus 
reducing costs, share problem-solving especially on how to enter our various  
accommodations with their key quirks (we had a few challenges unlocking doors!), 
and consult each other on the best place to head to each day. This is a path where 
it would probably be wise to have a device, with access to GPS, along with the 
numerous apps available.  We used, and regularly consulted, three between us - 
the Camino Olvidado app found on www.caminoolvidado.com, the Wise Pilgrim 
app, and the Maps Me app. 
 
What can you expect on the Camino Olvidado? Rather than providing a blow-by-
blow account of our journey, I will instead select some highlights to share. 
 
The Camino passes through delightful villages and towns. One of the first ones 

that caught our eye was the 
town of Balmeseda. It has 
several interesting buildings, 
including the 15thC Gothic 
Church of San Severino (see 
left), and the ayuntamiento, 
apparently nicknamed the 
‘Basque Mosque’ because of 
the very ‘Moorish’ columns in 
its verandah.   Inside the 
Church there were a number 
of statues: Saint Roche/ 
Roque, patron saint of pil-
grims and Saint James. The 
path leaves town through the 
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narrow passage of San Lorenzo before 
crossing the ancient medieval bridge. 
In these beginning stages we were 
very close to rail transport, which we 
had to use for the first couple of 
nights, commuting back to Bilbao 
each night, due to lack of available 
accommodation (it was booked out 
for the weekend) at our destination. 
This had the added bonus of being 
able to walk those first days  
pack-free!  
 
In this first part of the journey, other 
villages/towns we were especially 
taken with were Espinosa de los Mon-

teros, Aguilar de Campoo, Salinas, and Cervera de Pisuerga. Having started at just 
above sea level, by Espinosa we had gently climbed to more or less the start of a 
plateau which we would continue on for the weeks to come and from that point 
we were at somewhere between 800–1,100 metres. Once on the plateau, whenev-
er we were near bitumen roads, constant companions for us were the snow poles, 
and occasionally, signs warning of snow – though at 38°, in those first weeks, that 
was unlikely to be a possibility for us.   
 
After the village of Retortillo we were obliged to detour to Reinosa, a biggish 
town and the only place we could find accommodation. There was a bonus h 
owever, as it turned out there was a fiesta on. We had no qualms about catching a 
taxi back to the path the next day. This stage is well worth making time to  
explore the wonderful Roman ruins at Retortillo, some still being uncovered. This 
is the Roman town of Juliobriga – a massive archaeological site, and includes a 
very interesting museum.   
 
Walking towards Aguilar de Campoo (see photo below), across open valley roads, 
along dusty tracks with no shade, it was very hot. We were quite tired and dis-
heartened approaching the town as progress seemed so slow and, as is so often 
the case in these Spanish towns, there was quite a run-down, industrial area to 
get through first. However, once 
reaching the centre of the town we 
were captivated. It is a busy town 
with arcaded buildings under over-
hanging verandahs, and was positive-
ly humming with the many Spanish 
tourists visiting.  
    
We broke the following stage up by 
stopping at the village of Salinas 
overnight, staying in a hotel with 
eclectic interior design features. This 

The Balmeseda ayuntamiento or  
‘Basque Mosque’  
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too was a town filled with interesting 
buildings, and spacious plazas, with the 
Rio Pisuega on the edge of the town. The 
next day we followed this river – a treat 
for Australians who (normally!) often 
don’t have rivers to walk along, and tak-
ing a break at a fishing refuge, unattend-
ed in the middle of the week. The day 
that we walked this stage was the day of 
‘the funeral’ and, resting on a rock by the 
riverside, we turned on the phone and 
watched a little of the service in London.  
For days, every time we had stopped in a 
bar, the only vision showing on the  
inevitable television was about the life, 
and death, of Queen Elizabeth. 
 
After following the river for the day, we 
arrived at another delightful town –  
Cervera de Pisuerga, another arcaded 
town which obviously has, at times, a lot 

of snow.  It is also a town where the ‘bikies’ stop for a break.  The path is getting 
closer to the Picos de Europa, and motor bike riders come in their droves from far 
and near to enjoy riding the windy roads.  It is quite astonishing the numbers of 
bikes passing through the town.   
 
Along the way we passed many churches of varying sizes. Sadly, many were closed, 
but occasionally we would find one open, or someone would have a key and open 
one for us. I even got to sing in a few of them! 
 
We took a taxi detour to see the Hermitage of San Bernabé in the Parque Ojo 
Guareña.  Unfortunately, we were unable to get there during the opening times of 
the Hermitage, but we enjoyed 
the peace and tranquillity of 
the area, along with the spec-
tacular views. This Hermitage is 
in the largest cave system in 
Spain, and though it was all 
closed the day we were there, 
it is possible to do tours of a 
small part of the complex.  
 
Sadly, we were unable to see 
inside, but another chapel that 
was very special, partly for its 
beautiful and solitary location, 
was the Santuario de Nuestra 
Señora de la Velilla (Shrine of 

Hermitage of  
San Bernabé 

Casa del Peregrino, Santuario de Nuestra  
Señora de la Velilla 
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Our Lady of Velilla). As we climbed the hill to the church, we passed a herd of 
horses grazing, and, resting on a wall while admiring our surroundings, these hors-
es, roaming free, continued grazing on the grass outside the church (above right), 
while a donkey (above left) laid claim to the cloisters, sheltering, and grazing in 
turn. The only other building near this church had a plaque above the door reading 
Casa del Peregrino 1579.   
 
Though a lot of this path is on a plateau, there are several more strenuous climbs 
to be undertaken. Ender, who has been responsible for reviving this path, is very 
fond of the mountains and has devised several alternative ways into the moun-
tains, but weather must be considered, as if it is inclement, it may not be safe.   
 
There is one climb that has no alternative route (other than catching a bus or 
train), steadily climbing gently up the valley to the ancient village of Fasgar at 
1,318 metres then climbing further to 1,636 metres with stunning views out over 
the beautiful valley of Campoo de Santiago. Not only are there views of the lush, 
green valley, but at the top of this climb there are spectacular views of the moun-
tains.  There is a short descent to the valley floor, with a beautiful little chapel 
making a perfect lunch spot.  It is here that the hard work begins, with around 6 
kilometres of a rocky, narrow, sometimes steep path descending through a very 

narrow valley (see photo left).  
At the end of this path though 
there is a reward in the village 
with the amazingly long name 
of Colinas del Campo de Martín 
Moro Toledano, a town that has 
been declared an Asset of  
Cultural Interest.  A fascinating 
village with very friendly  
residents.   
 
The Camino continues through 
small, ancient villages,  
sometimes with bars for  
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refreshment, sometimes not, passing anoth-
er anthropomorphic necropolis (the second one on the way), and through holm oak 
forests, before descending to the third reservoir on the Camino and the last few 
stages.  Here, it is very close to the Camino Francés.   
 
There is a certificate, the Olvidada, available for this Camino, but a word of warn-
ing: it is only available, currently, from the tourist office, which is only open  
Monday to Friday 10am to 12 noon.  This certificate is only available in Villafranca 
del Bierzo but. if obtaining that is not important to you, it is possible to stop in 
Ponferrada and then continue on the Camino Invierno to Santiago del Compostela. 
 
The Camino Olvidado, or Forgotten Way, is remote. It is, at times, quite strenu-
ous.  It is challenging - accommodation sometimes difficult to find, access to food, 
whether at bars or at restaurants, needs to be thought about each day, and there 
are stages which are physically challenging.  For some, the isolation of this way 
could be emotionally challenging too.  The rewards though could be great - peace 
and tranquillity, historically interesting sites, and stunning scenery. 

 
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)  Left: Just one of the anthropomorphic necropolis 

on this Camino. Right: Trying to open the door to 
the five star albergue at La Magdalena. 

Left: Descending from the highest point on our 
journey. Above: One of two anthropomorphic 
necropolis on this Camino Parque Ojo Guareña. 
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English Language Mass and other Church  

Services available in Santiago de Compostela 
At 10.30 am each day in the chapel at the pilgrim office in  

Santiago de Compostela, an English language Mass is conducted  
during ‘the season’ and often has pilgrims participating  

with readings and so on.  This is followed by an invitation to a  
cuppa and a chat upstairs for those interested.  

 
An Anglican service, in English, is held every Sunday in the  

Santa Susana Church (built in 1102) situated on the hill  
inside Alameda Park.  It is a joint Anglican / Episcopalian service and 

begins at 12.30 pm.  The American Friends of the Anglican Pilgrim  
Centre are raising money to purchase a building nearby to carry on their 

work in Santiago de Compostela.  They have earmarked a building for 
the centre, and in the meantime, they are supporting pilgrims with the 

church services conducted at Santa Susana (see photo below). 
 

The Pilgrim Mass held in the Cathedral at Santiago, in Spanish,  
is at 12.00 noon and 7.30 pm and, for those wishing to make confession, 

you can do so in the chapels of the ambulatory.  This is conducted in  
several languages (including English). 

 

Left: Santa Susana Church seen through the 
trees.  Right: The Cathedral taken from Parque 
de la Alameda, just below Santa Susana Church 
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LLAA  CCOOTTOOLLAAYYAA  
For those who were unable, for some reason,  

to get a Compostela there is another certificate that can 
be obtained in Santiago de Compostela.   

 

The rigorous requirements of two sellos for the last  
100 kms (or 200 kms if cycling) needed to obtain the  

Compostela do not apply to this certificate.   

It is a document with the Franciscan blessing and is 
known as la Cotolaya. It can be obtained at the Church 

of San Francisco, Rúa de San Francisco and,  
though free, a donation is appreciated.   

 

This certificate has been issued since 2014,  
the anniversary of when Saint Francis made a  

pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela. 

Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 


